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N. Linial et al. raised the question of how difficult the computation
of the VapnikC8 ervonenkis dimension of a concept class over a
finite universe is. C. Papadimitriou and M. Yannakakis obtained a first
answer using matrix representations of concept classes. However, this
approach does not capture classes having exponential size, like mono-
mials, which are encountered in learning theory. We choose a more
natural representation, which leads us to redefine the VC DIMENSION
problem. We establish that VC DIMENSION is 7p3 -complete, thereby
giving a rare natural example of a 7p3 -complete problem. ] 1999
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
An important contribution of mathematics to computer
science has been the notion of the VapnikC8 ervonenkis
dimension, or VC dimension for short. The notion
originated in probability theory [17], where Vapnik and
C8 ervonenkis used it to prove uniform convergence of
empirical distributions (see [6]). Their idea was success-
fully taken up by Blumer, Ehrenfeucht, Haussler, and
Warmuth and applied to learning theory [5]. Later appli-
cations include finite automata [8], complexity theory [3],
computability theory [4, 9], and computational geometry
[10], where an effective version of the VapnikC8 ervonenkis
dimension was suggested.
Over a given universe U a concept is a subset of the
universe, and a concept class is a collection of concepts. The
VapnikC8 ervonenkis dimension of a concept class is defined
to be the cardinality of the largest set F/U such that any
subset of F can be obtained by intersecting F with a concept
in C.
In learning theory the VC dimension is a direct measure
of the difficulty of learning a concept class as shown by
Blumer et al. [5]. This result gave rise to interest in the
actual computation of the VC dimension and led to the
question, what is the complexity of computing the VC
dimension of a concept class? This question was first asked
by Linial, Mansour, and Rivest in [11]. To make it
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meaningful, we restrict ourselves to finite universes U. This
is sometimes called the discrete VC dimension problem.
Since the universe is finite, so is the concept class, say
C=[C1 , ..., Cm]. Typically the concepts in C can be gener-
ated in some effective manner. To illustrate this, consider
Mn the monomials in n variables, a standard example taken
from learning theory (see [1]). If we identify a monomial
with the assignments in U=[0, 1]n which make it true,
then every monomial is a concept, and Mn is a concept class
as defined above. How do we represent this class? The con-
cept class Mn can be generated by a polynomial-size circuit
C(i, x), which takes as first input an encoding i # [0, 1]n+1
of a monomial in Mn (one extra bit to code the monomial
with coefficient zero), and accepts the second input
x # [0, 1]n, if the monomial encoded by i is true on assign-
ment x. Then Mn=[[x: C(i, x) accepts]: i # [0, 1]n+1].
We can now ask: How difficult is it to compute the VC:
dimension of Mn given the circuit C as its representation?
Looking at other examples, like k-DNFs in less than n
variables, circuits with less than n gates, accepting paths of
(precise) NP-machines on inputs of length n, etc., shows
that each of these classes can be generated by a single circuit;
that is, the concept classes we are normally interested in
have an effective structure which allows for a representation
that has polynomial size in the original parameters (n in the
examples above). Furthermore, any concept class over a
finite universe can be represented by a circuit, if needs be by
hardwiring the incidence matrix (x # Ci?) i, x of the concept
class into the circuit. For natural concept classes, though, this
will most likely lead to an exponential blowup of the circuit.
This corroborates the view that concept classes over finite
universes are naturally represented by generating circuits,
and we will therefore define vc dimension to be the problem
of deciding whether a concept class, represented by a circuit,
has VC dimension at least k. A direct argument shows that
vc dimension is in 7p3 , and as the main result we prove that
it is complete for this class. So, in addition to classifying the
vc dimension problem, we present a rare natural example of
a 7p3 -complete problem.
When Linial et al. first asked for a classification of the VC
dimension problem, they restricted representations of con-
cept classes to incidence matrices. This is oblivious of the7 0022-000099 30.00
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fact that natural concept classes typically have an effective
parametrization which allows for representations that are
exponentially smaller than the matrix representation, as
exemplified above in the case of monomials. Hence the
restriction to matrix representations leads to an exponential
blowup of the input. Let us call Linial et al.’s approach
the matrix vc dimension problem. They observed that
matrix vc dimension can be solved in time O(nlog n), where
n is the size of the matrix. Later Papadimitriou and
Yannakakis in [13] defined a new complexity class
LOGNP and showed the problem to be complete for this
class. Similarly Shinohara [15] classified the matrix vc
dimension with regard to two other classes.
2. COMPUTING THE VC DIMENSION
Most of the notation is standard and can be found in
[12]. Let 7 denote the alphabet [0, 1] and x[ j ..k] the sub-
string of x that starts at the j th bit and ends with the kth bit.
Hence x is the same as x[1..n], where n is the length of x.
Similarly, the j th bit of x will be x[ j].
Definition 2.1. Let C be a concept class over a uni-
verse U. Then the VapnikC8 ervonenkis dimension (VC
dimension) of C, written as VC(C), is the largest number k
for which there is a set FU of cardinality k, such that any
subset S of F can be written as the intersection of F with a
concept C in C, i.e., S=C & F. We will say that such an F
(or the points in F ) is shattered by C. If the cardinality of
sets shattered by C is unbounded we say that the Vapnik
C8 ervonenkis dimension is infinite.
As explained in the Introduction, we will ask for the VC
dimension of a concept class generated by a circuit. Let us
state the problem vc dimension in the GareyJohnson
format [7].
VC Dimension Instance: A circuit C with l+m input
gates, and a positive integer k.
Question: Define Ci :=[x # 7m: C(i, x)=1] for i # 7l, and
the concept class C :=[Ci : i # 7l] over 7m. Is VC(C)k?
From now on we will write VC(C) for VC(C), if C is the
concept class generated by circuit C in the manner described
above.
The definition of the VC dimension immediately implies
that the concept classes we are interested in, namely finite
concept classes, have finite VC dimension. More precisely
the following fact holds.
Fact 2.2. A concept class comprising at most 2m concepts
has VC dimension at most m.
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convince the reader that vc dimension is easily solvable in
PSPACE. In fact we can do better than that.Lemma 2.3. vc dimension is in 7p3 .
Proof. Suppose we are given a circuit C and an integer
k (in binary). The circuit produces at most 2 |C| sets Ci ,
where |C| is the length of the encoding of the circuit C. By
the preceding fact, the VC dimension of C is bounded by
|C|. So if k>|C|, we reject. We may therefore assume that
k is at most |C|. Let us restate more formally what it means
for a circuit to have VC dimension at least k:
VC(C)k  (_x1 , ..., xk # 7m)
(\s # 7k)(_i # 7l)
(\j # [1, ..., k])[C(i, xj)=s[ j]].
The innermost quantifier is bounded by k and thus
polynomial-time computable in |C|. Since m, k, and l are
bounded by |C|, the formula can be decided in 7p3 . There-
fore, vc dimension is in 7p3 . K
More importantly we can prove that this classification is
optimal.
Theorem 2.4. vc dimension is 7p3 -complete (under Karp
reductions).
Proof. We will show how to reduce qsat3 , the standard
7p3-complete problem to vc dimension. Together with the
preceding lemma, this proves the theorem.
Suppose we are given an instance of qsat3 that is, a for-
mula 9 of the form (_a)(\b)(_c) 8(a, b, c), where 8 is a
boolean expression in CNF and the variables in 8 are parti-
tioned into three sets. The strings a, b, and c are assignments
to variables in these sets. By adding new variables, we can
achieve that all sets contain the same number of variables,
say a, b, c # 7k.
We will now show how to construct a circuit C using
polynomial time in |9 | that establishes the reduction of
qsat3 to vc dimension.
Set l :=Wlog(k+1)X. Consider inputs i=uvv$w #
7k+k+1+k and x= yz # 7k+l. Note that we will use z as an
integer rather than as a string. Define C on inputs i and x as
follows:
i[k+z], if 1zk+1, u= y, and
C(i, x) :={ 8(uvw) is true,0, else.
Obviously C can be realized by a circuit having polyno-
mial size in the length of 9. If we can prove that
CHAEFER(_a)(\b)(_c) 8(a, b, c)  VC(C)k+1,
we have in fact reduced qsat3 to vc dimension.
N( O ) Suppose (_a)(\b)(_c) 8(a, b, c) is true. Fix a # 7k
such that (\b)(_c) 8(a, b, c) is true. For all j # [1, ..., k+1]
set xj :=aj

, where j

is an l-bit binary representation of j. Let
s be any string in 7k+1. By assumption for b :=s[1 ..k]
there exists c # 7k for which 8(a, b, c) is true. Let i be the
string asc; then C(i, x j) is just s[ j], and therefore
VC(C)k+1.
( o ) Assume now that VC(C)k+1; i.e, there are
x1 , ..., xk+1 # 7k+l such that (\s # 7k+1)(_i # 7k+(k+1)+k)
(\j # [1, ..., k+1])[C(i, xj)=s[ j]]. This implies that the xj
have to be pairwise different. By ordering them lexico-
graphically, we may assume that x1<x2< } } } <xk+1 .
Then the following holds:
v All xj agree on the first k bits.
v The number encoded by the last l bits of x j is j (for
all j).
To prove the first claim, suppose for a contradiction that
xj and xh do not agree on their first k bits. Choose a vector
s such that s[ j]=1 and s[h]=1. By assumption there is
an i such that C(i, xj)=1 and C(i, xh)=1. But in this case
i would have to agree with xj and xh on the first k bits, con-
tradicting the assumption on xj and xh . A similar argument
shows that the number encoded by the last l bits of xj is
contained in the set [1, ..., k+1]. Suppose there were two
strings xj and xh with j{h that encode the same number.
Since xj and xh agree on their first k bits, this means xj=xh ,
which contradicts the fact that the strings are pairwise dif-
ferent. So the k+1 vectors xj encode k+1 different integers
in the set [1, ..., k+1] in ascending order. Thus xj has to
encode j.
With this information on the xj we can complete the proof
of the theorem. Since all xj agree on the first k bits, we can
define a as the first n bits of any xj . Let b # 7k be given. Set
s :=b1. By assumption there is an i=uvv$w # 7k+k+1+k
such that for all j: C(i, x j)=s[ j]. Since s[k+1] is 1, we
know that the first case in the definition of C(i, xk+1) must
apply, and therefore 8(uvw) is true, and u=a. Furthermore,
C(i, xj)=s[ j] for all j, and thus v=b. Setting c :=w yields
that 8(a, b, c) is true and, hence, (_a)(\b)(_c) 8(a, b, c)
holds. K
3. APPROXIMABILITY
We have proved that deciding the VC dimension of a con-
cept class described by a circuit is 7p3 -complete. But what is
the complexity of the associated function problem, i.e., how
difficult is it to compute the function VC: C [ VC(C)? By
Theorem 2.4 the function VC is complete for FP7
p
3 . What
THE VC DIMENSIOabout functions that approximate VC?
We can only present some rather weak results on the
approximability of VC. The reason for that is twofold. Theproof of Theorem 2.4 yields a reduction that decides accord-
ing to whether the VC dimension of some circuit is greater
or less than a certain number. The particular coding used in
the proof will not yield any large gaps between the two cases
which makes it difficult to handle approximations.
The second problem is that our knowledge about the VC
dimension and its behavior under common operations is
very limited (the excellent papers by Assouad [2] and
Dudley [16] notwithstanding). For our purposes this means
that we do not have at our disposal strong enough tools
which would allow us to manipulate the VC dimension.
There is a simple idea, though, which will allow us to deal
with additive constants; if we substitute each point in the
universe by two new points, all of which can be in or out of
the concepts independently, then the VC dimension of the
concept class should double.
Definition 3.1. For a concept C define a concept class
S(C) as follows: S(C) :=[x # C Dx : (\x)[<{Dx 
[x0, x1]]]. That is, S(C) contains all concepts which can
be obtained from C by substituting each point in C by a
nonempty subset of two new points. Finally, given a concept
class C, define C$ :=c # C S(C).
Lemma 3.2. VC(C$)=2VC(C).
Proof. Assume VC(C)=k. Let x1 , ..., xk be the points
shattered by C. Then x10, x1 1, ..., xk 0, xk1 are shattered by
C$. For the reverse direction assume VC(C$)2k+1. Then
there are 2k+1 points which are shattered by C$. Since all
points in the universe of C$ end in either 0 or 1 there must
be at least k+1 points in the original universe that occur as
prefixes of the 2k+1 points. It is easy to see that the k+1
points from the original universe are shattered by C. K
How can we use this idea to deal with additive constants?
Repeating the construction twice gives us a concept class
whose VC dimension is a multiple of four. Hence, if we had
an approximation of the VC dimension which was off by at
most one, we could compute an approximation to the VC
dimension of the new class, choose the closest multiple of
four, and divide by four to get the VC dimension of the
original class.
The problem is that we cannot construct a generating
circuit for C$ from C in polynomial time, since we are
exploding the number of concepts exponentially. A more
careful construction will do the trick.
Lemma 3.3. Let C be a circuit which takes inputs in
7n+n, where n=2 l. Define a new circuit C$ on inputs i $=
i1 .. in # 7n_n and x$=xz # 7n+l (as above z is interpreted as
a number) as
179IS 7p3-COMPLETEC$(i $, x$) :=C(iz , x).
Then VC(C$)=nVC(C). Furthermore, C$ can be constructed
from C in polynomial time and its size is at most quadratic in
the size of C.
Proof. Suppose VC(C)=d and let y1 , ..., yd be pairwise
different points shattered by C. It is easy to see that
[ yj z: 1 jd, z # 7k] is shattered by C$ and has size nd.
Assume that VC(C$)>nd. Then there are x$1 , ..., x$dn+1 #
7n+l which are shattered by C$. Consider the set F=
[x$j[1..n] : 1 jdn+1] containing the prefixes of the x$j
of length n. Since there are at most 2l=n possible suffixes of
length l one of the suffixes has to be used at least d+1 many
times; namely, there is a suffix w # 7l and a set of d+1
different points Z=[zi : 1id+1]F such that Z$=
[zi w : 1id+1][x$1 , ..., x$dn+1]. It is now easy to see
that since C$ shatters Z$ and all the suffixes are equal, C has
to shatter the d+1 points in Z, contradicting VC(C)=d.
Hence, VC(C$)nd.
Theorem 3.4. If f approximates VC to within an additive
constant (i.e., there is a c such that |VC(C)& f (C)|<c for all
circuits C), then VC(C) can be computed from f in polynomial
time.
Proof. If |C|2c+1 then apply the preceding con-
struction to get C$ and compute f (C$). From that value
VC(C) can be determined. If |C|2c+1 compute VC(C)
exactly using an exponential time algorithm. K
Corollary 3.5. If f approximates VC to within an
additive constant (i.e., there is a c such that |VC(C)&
f (C)|<c for all circuits C), then f is complete for FP7
p
3 .
There are two remarks worth making. First, the proof
gives a stronger result than the one stated: it can handle
approximations up to additive differences that are o( |C|12),
namely if |VC(C)& f (C)|<h( |C| ), where h(n) # o(n12),
then VC(C) can be computed from f in polynomial time.
Second, note that the transformation from C to C$ can be
applied to matrices as well. This means we can draw the
same conclusion for matrix vc dimension as for vc dimen-
sion; namely approximating the VC dimension of a concept
class given by a matrix up to an additive constant is as
difficult as computing the VC dimension.
Unfortunately we cannot expect a similar construction to
work for approximations which are within a multiplicative
factor of the VC dimension. This would involve squaring the
VC dimension (which might be done in a way similar to the
one described above) often enough to exceed a multi-
plicative factor. The problem is that this would blow up the
circuit beyond any polynomial bounds.
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have seen so far, there is something we can say in the general
case of multiplicative approximations.Definition 3.6. We say the VC dimension is h(n)-
approximated by a function f if
1h( |C| )< f (C)(VC(C)+1)<h( |C| ).
The following is an easy result.
Theorem 3.7 If the VC dimension is o(n12)-approxi-
mated by a function f for some =>0, then NPP f [1]; i.e.,
NP can be decided in polynomial time with one oracle query
to f.
Proof (Sketch). Let 8 be a formula of length n. Define
l :=Wlog nX , and k :=2l. Construct a circuit C with inputs
i=ay # 7n+k and x # 7 l that works as follows:
C(i, x) :={y[x],0,
if 8(a) is true,
else.
If 8 is satisfiable, then VC(C)=kn; else VC(C)=0. K
So in particular we cannot approximate VC up to a
constant factor in polynomial time, unless P=NP.
4. COMPUTABLE CONCEPT CLASSES
Let us look at two variants of the VC dimension problem
in computability theory. To do this we remove the restric-
tion that the universe be finite, and assume it to be |, the set
of natural numbers. We shall call a concept class C
(uniformly) computable, if C=[C1 , ...] and membership in
Ci can be decided uniformly in i. Similarly we call C
(uniformly) computably enumerable (or c.e. for short), if the
Di can be enumerated uniformly in i.
Computable concept classes capture geometric concept
classes very well, whereas c.e. concept classes occur
naturally in the context of automata and languages. The
following theorem determines the complexity of deciding
whether the VC dimension of a concept class is finite for
both variants.
Theorem 4.1 (Deciding finiteness of the VC dimension).
v Deciding whether a computable concept class has finite
VC dimension is 72 -complete, more precisely any set which
contains all indices of computable concept classes with infinite
VC dimension and no indices of computable concept classes
with infinite VC dimension is 72 -complete;
v (Wehner [18]) Deciding whether a computably enum-
erable concept class has finite VC dimension is 73 -complete,
more precisely any set which contains all indices of com-
putably enumerable concept classes with finite VC dimension
and no indices of computably enumerable concept classes with
CHAEFERinfinite VC dimension is 73-complete.
Proofs of both results are not very hard. The second result
was proved independently in [18]. For the sake of
Ncompleteness we include our proof here and give a short
sketch of how to get the first result.
Proof. We start by proving the second result. Let f be a
computable partial function. Define a concept class C as
suggested by
Each row describes a concept of C as follows: we let x be
in Ci , if the entry in row Ci and column x is one, or contains
a defined value of f. (An undefined value of f means that x
does not belong to the concept.) The concept class is con-
structed in such a way that if f (n) is undefined, then
VC(C)n. Hence, dom( f ) is cofinite if and only if VC(C)
is finite. Since the construction of C is uniform in f, and
being cofinite is a 73 -complete property [16, Theorem 3.4],
this proves the second result.
We can use a similar reduction for the first part. Let g be
a computable partial function. Let f (n) be 0 if a new element
is found to belong to dom(g) in step n of a standard
enumeration of it, and 1 otherwise. From this we construct
a concept class C as follows: put x into Ci if and only if
the value in row i and column x of the scheme is 1. Then the
VC dimension of C is finite if and only if f is 0 only finitely
often, which is equivalent to saying that the domain of g is
finite. Since being finite is a 72 -complete property [16,
Theorem 3.2] this proves the first result. K
5. FURTHER RESEARCH
We have proved that computing the VC dimension up to
an additive constant is as difficult as computing the VC
dimension itself (and this is true for both the matrix and the
circuit model). The next step would be to extend that result
to multiplicative constants. Of course this case is covered by
Theorem 3.7, but with the rather weak conclusion that
THE VC DIMENSIONPP f, where f is the approximation. There is no evidence
to suggest that such an approximation could not be com-
puted in FPNP other than that the coding tricks we haveused in this paper blow up the circuit beyond polynomial
bounds, but it still seems unlikely that we could jump down
two levels of the polynomial hierarchy by changing from
additive to multiplicative constants. Thus the next step
should be an attempt at proving 7p2 P
f for an approxima-
tion f up to a multiplicative factor.
Alternatively (but less likely) determining the VC dimen-
sion up to a multiplicative factor might be easier than com-
puting the exact value. Settling this question either way
might lead to some new insights into the combinatorial
behavior of VC.
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